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Alexis
Villanueva

My dreams as a dancer
are to go far in the
dance world as dance is
my life as is music.
Music speaks to me and
I feel the need to move
in motion the way the
song is making me feel
at that very moment.
My goals are as for now
to make a name for
myself in the dance
community because I
feel dance can take you
all kinds of places being
as a dancer, actress,
model, be on board way
and to become a role
modelfor others. I just
recently started
dancing about three
years ago this is my first
year being on a
competition team and I
feel like my dreams are
starting out pretty
good. I have made so
many friends, have an
awesome relationship
with my dance teacher
and most importantly
my parnets support.
Dance has given me self
confidence and self
discipline. As far as
challenges go I try to
push myself further
then the day before as
does my Dance teacher,
parnets and peers.
Sometimes life throws
you lemons i just
picture those lemons as
challenges I have to
push through to be a
better me.

Photographers Credits:
First 3 Kendall
Patterson last 4
Kimberly Beaulieu
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My goal is for one day
someone to notice my hard
work, dedication, and
talents. I won many awards
for my solo dances,
scholarships, judges
awards, and always in the
top 5 for my age division.
Some challenges I face is
I’m a small town girl who
has never been offered the
big opportunity I want or
need.

Photographers Credits:
Competitions

Anaya
Batiste
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Avalon
Ramsey

Avalon showcased in a Virtual
Couture Fashion Show for B-fly
Beauty organized by Ava
Stringfellow. She made my
collection come alive through the
runway and through photos. I am so
glad that I got the chance to work
with her.

Photographers Credits:
@b.flybeauty @b.flyphotos
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Avalon
Ramsey
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Chloe
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Chloe
Stafford

Chloe has been dancing since she
was 2 years old. She would like to
one day be a pediatric surgeon and
save lives. She attended and
competed in her very first YAGP this
year 2022, where she won a

honorable mention award for her
amazing solo and a bronze medal
with her a trio group.

Photographers Credits: LK Studio inc
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Cristina
Corral
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Just a photographer
doing what I love
doing and trying to
put models in
magazines

P h o t o g r a p h e r s
Credits: Henry
Barcikowslki

Cristina
Corral
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Detrick
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Detrick
Joyner

Detrick modeled my Menswear Collection
for a Virtual Couture Fashion Show and
Photoshoot that was organized by Ava
Stringfellow who is in charge of B-fly
Beauty. I showcased for B-fly Beauty twice
in a row. I am so glad that I got to work with
him. He made my collection come to life
on the runway and through photos.

Photographers Credits: @b.flybeauty
@b.flyphotos
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Eliot
Catherine

Hi, my name is Eliot! I am seven
years old and have been dancing for
my whole life (officially since age 2).
This is my first year competing for
Tawn Marie's Dance Centre and I
have loved every second of
rehearsal, conventions and
competition weekends! My team
has won first overall with our tap
group and my jazz solo has placed
first or second overall at every
competition. I love learning new
steps, new choreography and new

tricks, but I especially love being on
the stage - I feel like I was born to be
up there under the lights! Outside
of class you'll find me turning up the
music to tumble, improv, stretch and
tumble some more. When I am not
dancing you'll find me at my craft
table with lots of glitter, playing
with my puppies, or being silly with
my teammates. When I grow up I
want to be a choreographer and
stylist to the stars!
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Eliot
Catherine
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Elle
Rose

My name is Elle. I am a 14
year old girl from USA. I love
to dance , hangout with my
friends, take breaks. I want
to be a dancer in future.
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Faye
Delune

My names Faye Delune, and I’m A Professional
Model and Photographer, of over 10+ years, but
I’m really just an all around creative person and
artist. I make a lot of different forms of content
and art. Online Content is my main form of art tho.
Honestly my dream is to just make art, and make
others happy. If I can spark a reaction of any kind
from my art, then I’ve met my goal. For the past 10
years, I’ve been studying and learning
photography and modeling, and really enjoying
the artistic aspect of both. I’m a huge nature lover,
so I try my best to incorporate nature into my
work. But really, I just love bringing ideas, and
stories to life with my art. Almost every image of
either me, or my photography, I try to convey a
story within it. In 10 years, as a model, I have
graced countless of magazines, and runways, but I
think my most notable achievements is being able
to help build portfolios whether that's as a model
or photographer and as well as being a main

model for a photographer who helped me start
my portfolio off, 10 years ago. Through the years,
I’ve had the pleasure of meeting a lot of very cool,
interesting, and kind people. I’m a social butterfly,
so obviously this was heaven for me. People leave
impacts on you, and this job of mine, regardless of
if I’m the model or photographer, allows me to
meet lots of people, who usually leave impacts on
me and vice versa, and learn lots of new things.
Learning and teaching are also passions of mine. I
enjoy any shoot that allows me to learn
something new from it or teach something new to
others.

I love making art, and love showing it off. I hope
you enjoy my work, and I welcome you to my
world.

Photographers Credits: Delune Photography
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My dream is to be one of the best
cheerleaders in the world. My goal
for this year is to get my needle
since I’m a flyer I work on my
flexibility daily. I have achieved so
much in my first 2 years cheering,
got my back handspring, amazing
flying skills, and have gotten so

much stronger as a athlete.
Challenges I have are my jumps,
but I’m working daily to over come
this challenge.

Photographers Credits:
@barryjphotos
@brookeleighphotographyok

Kinsley
Kaulaity
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Love the beautiful models I
Photoshoot And always meet
new ones

Photographers Credits: Henry
Barcikowski

Lindsey
Nunez
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Lindsey
Nunez
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Melody
Bencosme

My name is Melody and I am 8
years old. As my name implies,
I love music! I have been
dancing at Ashley's Performing
Arts Center since the age of 3
but my mother says I really
began dancing in her womb!
Right before the pandemic
began I joined Impact Dance
Company to start competing
but everything came to a
complete stop. When things
opened up again, I was able to
complete my first competition
season, with several 1st place
awards, judges awards, a title
award, and awards for my
group dances. This year, I was
able to repeat that same
success thanks to everyone at
Ashley's Performing Arts
Center, and especially my
Impact Company dance
teachers, Miss Ashley and Miss
Sabrina. They bring out the
best dancer in me. I love
expressing myself through
dance. When I dance, and I see
the smiles in the audience, and
it brings me great joy. I do not
know exactly where dance is
going to take me, but I know it
is teaching me to be
disciplined and it challenges
me in many ways. Sometimes,
there are dance moves that do
not come easy to me, but I
never give up just because it is
hard. I can use these lessons
later in life when I am an adult.
I live, breathe, eat, and sleep
dance! It is constantly on my
mind and a huge part of my
life. I hope that I can continue
to dance as long as my legs
will allow me.

Photographers Credits: Johnny
Jairala, Ashley Daniella Photos,
ADE, Platinum National Dance
Competition
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Novalee
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Novalee

My name is Novalee Adams. My world revolves
around cheer. I am currently on a J 4 team and a
youth 2 team. I can’t wait to see where my
tryouts from this year will land me. I am in 5th
grade and maintain an A average. I also am a
Rebel Ambassador which i LOVE. And an
ambassador for the Miss Cheerleader America
USA pageant. My dreams are to continue to
cheer as long as possible and then coach and
own my own cheer gym!

Photographers Credits: Run wild photography
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Sara
Haber
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Sara
Haber

Sara has been modeling for me for 4 years. I met
her on the website called Model Mayhem. She
actually hit me up wanting to work with me. She
submitted her video for Model Casting and she
passed the test. She has modeled in the Givin Me
Life Fashion Show in 2018 hosted by Donnetta
Loper. That’s when I showcased my latest designs
along with other Fashion Designers. She also
modeled for my Virtual Fashion Shows from
2020-2022 and next year I am planning on doing

another one. Her catwalk is flawless. Yes she has
been my Fashion Muse because she has modeled
all 32 of my collections. I am so glad that I got the
chance to work with her. She is also an Author she
has published 2 books that she has written and
working on a third one. So I have been reading and
supporting her books. She is an excellent writer.

Photographers Credits:
@methodical_productions
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Stephanie
Watts

I am an amateur
bodybuilder with
the intention of
going professional
someday. Recently I
have found my
passion for posing in
more than just a
double bicep shot
and have fallen in
love with modeling. I
love the
juxtaposition of
feminine beauty
with musculature,
and strive to
emulate that in my
modeling work.
Muscles are
beautiful!

When I am not lifting
weights or
modeling, I am a
certified personal
trainer and life
coach, while actively
pursuing a Master's
degree in Therapy. It
is my dream to share
my passion for
lifting weights as a
method of self-
actualizing into the
person that I am
meant to be, which
will then encourage
others to follow
their passions and
be truly happy
themselves. I love
who I have become,
and I want to make a
global impact by my
own example,
empowering women
AND men to live
healthier and
happier lives!

P h o t o g r a p h e r s
Credits: Lloyd Watts
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Stephanie
Watts
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Zayana
KendraAnifowoshe
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Zayana
KendraAnifowoshe

AS A MUSIC STAR I LOOK
FORWARD TO BEING AN
GLOBAL SENSATION,
WIINNING THE GRAMMYS

AS A MODEL MY DREAM IS TO

BE ON INTERNANTION
RUNWAYS /FRONT PAGE OF
MAGAZINE OF REPUTE /AND
STANDING AS BRAND
AMBASSADOR TO GLOBAL
BRAND
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